ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH TO MANN LIBRARY FROM THE PARKING LOT NORTH OF WARREN HALL:
- TAKE THE ELEVATOR TO THE FIRST FLOOR THEN TRANSITION TO MANN LIBRARY.
- TRANSITION THROUGH WARREN HALL TO MANN LIBRARY ON GROUND FLOOR AS SHOWN ON THE MAP.

ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH TO MANN LIBRARY FROM THE PLANT SCIENCE LOADING DOCK’S FREIGHT ELEVATOR FROM 1ST FLOOR TO THE GROUND FLOOR.

ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH TO THE PLANT SCIENCE BUILDING - FREIGHT ELEVATOR FROM THE LOADING DOCK TO THE GROUND FLOOR.
ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH TO MANN LIBRARY, CONTINUE FROM THE ELEVATOR AND TRANSITION THROUGH WARREN HALL TO MANN LIBRARY

ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATHS TO MANN LIBRARY FROM THE AG QUAD:
- THE ACCESSIBLE RAMP @ NE CORNER OF THE AG QUAD.

ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH INTO THE PLANT SCIENCE BUILDING (PSB)
- VIA THE PSB LOADING DOCK. PROCEED TO THE FREIGHT ELEVATOR, THEN TAKE IT TO GROUND FLOOR.

KEY
- CONSTRUCTION ZONE
- PATH OF TRAVEL
- POINT OF ENTRY
- ACCESSIBLE ENTRANCE
ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH TO THE PLANT SCIENCE BUILDING FROM THE FERNOW HALL PARKING LOT - GROUND FLOOR.

FOLLOW PATH FROM FERNOW HALL’S GROUND FLOOR’S NORTH ENTRANCE TO THE EMERSON FIRST FLOOR ELEVATOR.

TAKE THE ELEVATOR TO 2nd FLOOR.

TRANSITION OVER TO THE PLANT SCIENCE BUILDING’S PASSENGER ELEVATOR, THEN TAKE IT TO YOUR DESTINATION’S FLOOR LEVEL.
ALTERNATIVE ACCESSIBLE PATH TO
THE PLANT SCIENCE BUILDING FROM
THE FERNOW HALL PARKING LOT
- GROUND FLOOR.

FOLLOW PATH FROM FERNOW HALL'S
GROUND FLOOR'S NORTH ENTRANCE
TO THE EMERSON FIRST FLOOR
ELEVATOR.

TAKE THE ELEVATOR TO THE 2nd
FLOOR.

FROM THE ELEVATOR, FOLLOW THE
PATH SHOWN & TRANSITION OVER TO
THE PLANT SCIENCE BUILDING'S
THIRD FLOOR PASSENGER
ELEVATOR, THEN TAKE IT TO YOUR
DESTINATION'S FLOOR LEVEL.

KEY
- CONSTRUCTION
  ZONE
- PATH OF TRAVEL
- POINT OF ENTRY
- ACCESSIBLE ENTRANCE